
MEASUREMENTSPECIFICATIONS 

●Memory capacity
Large memory capacity for 100 courses and 3000 pages (30
pages/course).  Installation of additional memory enables a storage
capacity of 50 pages/course. 

●Clamp pressure memory 
The clamping pressure can be stored for each course.  This function is
very useful when cutting different materials.

●Clamp timer 
Post-cutting stacking can be performed without stepping on the clamp
pedal. 

●Operation data display 
Error locations and other data are displayed on the monitor, making
maintenance easier. 

RC-115DX With Improved Productivity, Ease of Operation

●Double arm pull system
The knife is driven by two worm gears on the right and left, providing
excellent cutting accuracy and blade durability. 

●Improved performance
By increasing the speed of the backgauge, clamp, and knife timing,
operability is increased by 20% compared with that of the FC series.

●Safety
Complies with the CE standard.
Rear table protection guard,knife lock-out in top position by safety pin
and other Electro-Mechanical features. 

●Flexible system design
The system can be configured as desired with a variety of peripheral
devices (ROBOCUT SYSTEM), enabling labor saving and efficient
operation. 

Using the optional knife lifter ensures
safe and reliable knife replacement.

Cutting width 1168mm

Clamp opening 165mm

Cutting depth 1160mm

Front table length 700mm

Table height 875mm

Machine width 2380mm

Machine width(total) 2790mm

Machine height 1660mm

Machine length 2610mm

Knife stroke 42/min

Clamp pressure 400-4000daN

Net weight 4100kg

Total power required 5.2kw
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The knife lifter replaces the knife
quickly and safely.  Once the
operator simply has attached a
knife to the knife lifter, it is
automatically stored in the knife
holder. 

Excellent balance of design,
performance, and easy operation.

Multiple functions are available from the
ergonomically designed operation panel.

The double arm pull system that succeed the traditional system of the ITOH GUILLOTINE FC is employed for the RC series. 
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